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Integration Studies

Tikiwiki a GeoCMS
by Franck Martin

Overview

You may have heard of Content Management Sys-
tems (CMS), these are web based applications that
allow you to share content over the web. The concept
evolved by mixing wikis with forum based web sites.
A wiki1 web site allows fast creation of web pages
using a simple formatting language. Links to new
pages are first created, then the pages themselves.
From this, forums, image galleries and blogs have
been added. Tikiwiki2 was created as an integrated
CMS from the start as a more robust approach, allow-
ing the interaction of all the features with each other.
In Tikiwiki, you have a wiki, image galleries, file
galleries, blogs, forums, articles, trackers and many
more, all linked via a user and group management
system to define permissions on objects. Tikiwiki is
database independent, using PHP ADODB3 and it
uses Smarty4, a template engine for PHP. It is then
easy to personalise the look and feel of Tikiwiki so
that your web site does not look like a default Tiki-

wiki site.

What is exactly Tikiwiki?

Tikiwiki is one of the first developed CMS, it is
highly configurable but suffers from a large code
base and a lack of modules. However, this disadvan-
tage is also an advantage if you want to deploy all
the functionalities in a CMS because they are tightly
integrated rather than independent modules. Tiki-
wiki can also be extended via mods, a sort of plug-in
system that allows you to extend functions. I chose
Tikiwiki as a CMS because it was ranked as project of
the month on Sourceforge and also because the de-
veloper community is very open. It was quite easy
to add code to the code base. This is important when
you start to contribute to a project.

Tikiwiki has an extensive security system and
current development is focusing on implementing
AJAX in the code to make it more efficient. The other
strong point of Tikiwiki is internationalisation. There
are several languages for the interface and it is easy
to add your own language via the php equivalent of
gettext. Also Tikiwiki supports the UTF8 character

1Definition of wiki: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki
2Tikiwiki web site: http://tikiwiki.org
3PHP ADODB project: http://adodb.sourceforge.net/
4Smarty template engine: http://smarty.php.net/
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set and right to left writing. You can mix several
languages in the same page as well as provide inte-
grated translation for wiki pages. Finally, Tikiwiki
is highly customisable via its CSS and Smarty tem-
plates.

Figure 1: A standalone map in Tikiwiki.

A GeoCMS, What is it?

Since the success of Google Maps, maps are becom-
ing an important feature of any web site. The suc-
cess of Google Maps is due to the publication of its
API, allowing any user to complement a Google map
with point data, like the location of a user trip. Maps
have been available for a long time on the web, like
Mapquest, but were not available for customisation to
the public. A Geospatial Content Management System
(GeoCMS) is a CMS with geographical objects and
map rendering capabilities. Despite having on your
web site an online interactive web map, that you can
zoom in, resize and query objects, you have also geo-
graphical objects that you can represent on the map.
These maps can be standalone (see fig. 1) or included
in a wiki page (see fig. 2). For instance, you can re-
quest your registered user to input their location and
have them represented as a dot on the map. You can
create an image gallery where each image has a loca-
tion and have them represented as a dot on the map,
to show your last trip, important monuments, geo-
logical features, and so on.

With any geographical layer there is the prob-
lem of knowing enough information about the layer
(metadata): who created the layer, when, what is the
quality of the data, in what projection system the ob-
jects are represented, etc.. It is important to have this
information to build a level of trust in the data. If
you have a population layer and a disaster strikes on
a specific region, you must have relative trust in the

data when preparing your response. Linking layers
on the map with wiki pages is possible inside Tiki-
wiki. The metadata is therefore simple to enter and
the specialist can then describe interesting features
represented on the map.

Tikiwiki also provides an entire module to up-
load and process geographical data layers to put
them together in maps via MapServer mapfiles. His-
tory is maintained for each mapfile, to keep track of
changes and, optionally, alter you of such changes.

Figure 2: A map embedded inside a wiki page.

Installation and Setup

Tikiwiki maps feature has been made possible by
the publication of the MapServer5 API for PHP. The
MapServer engine is called within Tikiwiki to create
images rendered inside the Tikiwiki interface.

I will not spend too much time on installation
and setup, as the purpose of this article is to make
you want to install it, so I will focus on describing its
functionality, however I will quickly summarise.

Tikiwiki installation is quite straightforward and
a complete installation documentation is available
online6 for various systems including MS-Windows.
There are some packages available for various Linux
distributions as well. The Tikiwiki installation can
be summarised to: untar and fill in a form that di-
rects Tikiwiki to a blank database previously cre-
ated. The installation of the php-mapscript extension
from the MapServer code is somehow more compli-
cated as you need to compile MapServer with all its
dependencies and register the extension with PHP.
You will also need to create a directory accessible by
Apache and adequately protected to store mapfiles,
geographical layers, and generated images. There

5MapServer web site: http://mapserver.gis.umn.edu/
6Tikiwiki installation documents: http://doc.tikiwiki.org/
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are also some packages available with some sample
data, notably for Mandriva. For this specific installa-
tion the documentation can be found here:
http://doc.tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php?page=
Maps+Install

Creating maps

Tikiwiki uses the underlying MapServer engine, it
means that it follows the mapfile format. This map-
file with the extension .map creates a web workspace
to be used by the application. A text editor exists in
Tikiwiki to edit the mapfile. It also uses quicktags to
automatically fill some parts of the mapfile (for in-
stance a template layer). There are several sections
or objects in a mapfile. The overall object is the map
object and starts with MAP and finishes with END.
Inside this object you have the REFERENCE, LEG-
END, WEB, SCALEBAR, and QUERYMAP objects.
They define the overall representations of the map
generated, the overview image (reference), the scale-
bar, legend and query highlights. Inside the MAP ob-
ject you can insert LAYER objects. There are mainly
two types of LAYERs: raster and vector. The use
of the GDAL (pronounced goodle) library for raster
and its included OGR (pronounced ogre) for vector
allows read and write access to many Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) file formats. The most
commonly used formats are GeoTIFF for raster and
Shapefiles or MapInfo TAB files for vector. Inside
the LAYER object you define one or more CLASS
objects to specify the color and the type of the fea-
ture drawn on the map. You can also add a LABEL
object if you would like to label features. A typical
mapfile can be found at http://doc.tikiwiki.org/
Maps+Mapfile+Tutorial.

Each layer points to a GIS file which is also man-
aged inside a layer management interface, allowing
you to upload GIS files to the Tikiwiki site to be used
inside mapfiles.

Tikiwiki takes advantage of comments and the
METADATA object inside the mapfile. Tikiwiki
places a header inside the mapfile, which allows it to
keep track of revisions between each mapfile edition,
a history is created as well.

Figure 3: A table displays the information about the
queried objects.

The METADATA keyword WIKI is used to link
the layer to a wiki page inside wiki, allowing you to
provide explanations on the specific layer. The link
is created inside the layer manager on the map in-
terface. The METADATA keyword DOWNLOAD is
also used to allow the download of the GIS files com-
posing the layer. This makes Tikiwiki a publication
tool of Geographical data.

Finally the METADATA keyword VIEW is used
to create pre-defined views of the map, so the user
can zoom into the Pacific or Europe, or any other in-
teresting place.

The system permits the inclusion of many layers,
but Tikiwiki itself can create some specific layers. For
instance, a layer containing the location of all the reg-
istered users which have specified a valid location
can be created. In the same idea, an image gallery
can be declared as geographic type and each image
will receive a position. A layer out of all these im-
ages can then be created and added to any mapfile
as points on the maps. When the user queries such a
point, the table containing information about the im-
age and the image itself is displayed just below the
map (see fig. 3).

A wiki plugin has been developed which em-
beds any map inside a wiki page and then performs
some basic function like zooming and panning. At
its simplest level a generated image can be included
inside any web page, including a wiki page, as all the
parameters to generate a map image are included in-
side the URL. GET rather than POST is used to gen-
erate maps.

7XAJAX library site: http://www.xajax.org/
8ka-Map site: http://ka-map.maptools.org/
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The new viewing interface

I have been working on is AJAX-based via the xajax
library7 inside the standard viewing interface. But I
am also proposing a new interface based on the ka-
Map code8. I integrated this code inside Tikiwiki and
it is provided as a mods (module) for Tikiwiki ver-
sion 1.9.x and 1.10.x. As 1.10.x is still in development,
it allows site manager to integrate the new interface
immediately by downloading the mod.

The ka-Map code has been modified to make it
portable, and a small library identifies ka-Map-ready
mapfiles by looking for the keyword KAMAP inside
the METADATA of the WEB Object. You just specify
the name of the map and the various available scales,
for instance:

KAMAP ?Pacific,1000000,500000,100000?

You can also use the standard ka-Map keywords
as described in the ka-Map documentation. Finally
the code identifies the LAYER METADATA keyword
WIKI, and will display it next to the layer legend.
The wiki page appears on top of the map with a
semi transparent background. This new interface
provides a Google Map look and feel for the navi-
gation, while offering customisation of the data sets
(see fig. 4).

The future is bright

Tikiwiki as a GeoCMS has been implemented in
several countries9 and is becoming quite successful
since MapServer PHP MapScript is quite stable with
Apache. MapServer is an Open Geospatial Con-
sortium (OGC) compliant Web Map Server (WMS),
which means that many layers can be served over
the internet to a wide range of map clients, provid-
ing total integration.

On the CMS side, there are several developments
being considered. The first one is to include more
javascript inside the map interface to show real-time
map coordinates at the cursor position, to measure
distances and to perform zoom functions based on
rectangles drawn on the screen. In general, AJAX
could be used to provide an even more user friendly
interface.

Some additional functionality will be investi-
gated and developed. For instance, the capability
to locate geographical objects by their attributes,e.g.:
Where is the town called Suva? For image layers and

other layers, the user should be able to hover the cur-
sor over a point to display a box with all the attribute
information at this location.

More objects in Tikiwiki will be made geograph-
ical, like file galleries, blogs, articles, etc. But the
most interesting feature of Tikiwiki is to link trackers
with maps. The tracker feature is, in fact, a sys-
tem to create a form to enter data into a database.
For the moment tracker data is only saved in the
Tikiwiki database, but through the use of DSN the
trackers could be saved in any database, including
Postgresql. Postgresql through its PostGIS10 exten-
sion can store geographical objects and MapServer
can read such Postgresql databases. Trackers would
provide a way to enter any kind of geographical
information. The extensions are then limitless in-
cluding vehicle tracking, fish catch information, soil
sampling systems, etc. The future is bright indeed
and coders, documenters and users are always wel-
come.

Figure 4: Ka-Map Interface.
9South Pacific countries using GeoCMS: http://www.sopac.org/maps

10PostGIS site: http://postgis.refractions.net/
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Figure 5: The Mapping Server system in Nauru.

Franck Martin

franck AT sopac.org
http: // www. peachymango. org/ tiki-index.

php? page= Franck+ Martin

Franck Martin is lead developer of the maps feature inside Tikiwiki.
He works and lives in Fiji in the South Pacific and has been an earlier
adopter of GNU/Linux. He is currently working on installing GeoCMS
in 14 Pacific Island Countries (see fig. 5). This project is funded by the
European Development Fund.
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